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Wudinna Kindergarten’s sessions were offered over two full days on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8:30 – 3:30pm. In term
3 we held “Monday Kindy” to ensure we offer the full entitlement of 600hrs.
We began the year with 12 children however one child enrolled in term 3 so with finished the year with 13 enrolments. Of
these, 11 children attended kindy via bus.
We were allocated a 0.7 Director/teacher and a 0.7 ECW. With the support of Governing Council/HR the Director time was
reduced to 0.5 and the additional funding was used to employ a second teacher 0.3.

Preschool support programs were utilised to assist children with additional needs. All children attending our kindergarten
had their speech assessed in their first term of kindergarten. One child were referred to the speech pathologist and two to
an Occupational therapist for support in fine motor development.

Some of the Major highlights for Wudinna Kindy include:
* Completing our "Scrub Kindy" stem experience for the second time in term 3 - we are able to find a nearby spot to walk
too and this year we held our fathers day event at Scrub kindy for a cubby building experience. This was a really positive
event and we gained some valuable learning and modelling of critical and creative thinking.
* The sites critical and creative thinking project came to an end however we were grateful to be asked to share our
learning in a case study piece written for future publication.
* The development of our bookmaking/reading pedagogy and subsequent learning as a result - developing our
understandings and pedagogy in these playful pedagogies.

* We received useful positive feedback from parents in our annual opinion survey
* Parent participation and engagement in our program, Governing Council and fundraising opportunities - we raised
$16,852 which went towards our building project.
* Our PASM results showed significant growth (at least +2) for every child at Wudinna Kindy. 11 out of 12 children
assessed were able to Produce their own rhyme, 9/12 children were able to isolate the initial sound - both skills identified
in the "reception/foundation year" domains.

Our Occasional Care program operated on Thursday in term 4 concurrently with Kindergarten for the first time. We will
continue to monitor this and have created a goal in 2020 to better embedding Occasional care into our Preschool program.

As the president this year I had the privilege of working with a fantastic group of people all dedicated to making our kindy a
great place for our children.
2019 was a very big year for the kindy, firstly I’d like to mention the very successful building renovation which saw the kids
move to a building over at the school for the first 3 terms of the year. This renovation would not have happened if it wasn’t
for our director Beck Sampson hard work and dedication to provide the kids with a creative open planned learning space.
Also this project would not have happened without all the fundraising over the years. This project was a great success and
so worth all the effort and time. A big thank you to everyone involved.
2019 saw the kids enjoy a wide range of activities including kindy scrub, which Dad’s and Pa’s were invited in to assist
with making a bush cubby house. They also had puddle jumps, splash day and the Christmas concert which was fantastic.
Fundraising, 2019 was a great year we raised approximately $16,000 for our kindy. This is amazing considering we are a
small group.
• Mother day morning tea
• Wudinna eats
• Facebook auction
• Cinema night
• Hats and picture plates
• Catering X2 conferences. The total raised for 2020 was $16,852 less expenses. These funds were used to support the
improvement of our learning environment and the building project.
Good luck for 2020.
Sue Stringer.



QA 1.2.1/1.2.2/1.3.1 - Literacy (Educational Program) goal:
"Children often come to the Wudinna Kindy with a strong foundation of oral language. We have low number of children
requiring speech and language support. Wudinna Kindy has strong PASM results. School data suggests children/students
require deeper level thinking opportunities including inferential reading comprehension."
By the end of 2019 Children:
• will use more detail when reading
• Are elaborating more when reading each page
• Can infer connections between characters, infer character feelings, settings and events that aren’t represented.
• have reading preferences,
• enjoy reading independently and with peers
• Demonstrate a confident identity as a reader.

FEEDBACK - Educators have continued to sharpened their bookmaking pedagogy to provide a rigorous cycle of
planning/assessment of bookmaking. We feel our confidence to use intentional teaching when bookmaking has grown,
children's writing development has been well documented. The learning goals we set children after each conference were
tracked and monitored. Bookmaking was differentiated for the children based on their level of development and needs. We
feel children demonstrated good growth in Phonological awareness as a result of a phonological awareness focus when
bookmaking. Children at risk were referred to the Occupational therapist/Educational Psychologist/Speech Pathologist.
In addition, through working with a consultant, we have gained greater understanding of how to use bookmaking to
improve reading development. Educators have a better understanding the progressions of emergent reading/writing (prior
to conventional reading/writing) and how to use individualised intentional teaching to ensure literacy growth within each
childs Zone of Proximal Development. We will continue with this development this year until it is embedded practice
across the site.

QA3.1.1, 3.1.2 /QA7.1.2 - Building Renovation (Physical Environment/Leadership) goal:
Open planned building that meets our expectations in terms of functions. Inviting to families. Meeting spaces, increased
office area, flow of children, opportunities for playgroup/occ care to run concurrently, inclusive of all ages and abilities.

FEEDBACK -

In term 3 2019 we completed the building renovation. This process took longer than expected but we are happy with the
result. We feel Governing Council were instrumental in decision making and our building project is one that the community
have had ownership of. We achieved the KPI's set out in the Grant Agreement. Though we went over our initial budget,
we were successful in securing some corporate funding to re-roof the building and remove asbestos. In the replacement of
asbestos sheeting we were able to insulate the building making the need for use of aircons reduced and reducing our
carbon footprint. Lighting has been well considered by the Architect and we are able to function regularly without the need
for artificial fluro lighting. Wood used was accessed from sustainable sources. Our building functions in a way that we
hoped in terms of flow of children, use of space, supervision needs.

The integration of Occasional Care with the Kindergarten program has been one we went into with the knowledge that
there were some concerns raised by families about the impact that Occasional Care may have on the Kindy Program. We
took a "trial" period approach and provided continued feedback at each Governing Council meeting. We montiored any
changes and discussed daily, and
We will continue to provide feedback to Governing Council and give them the opportunity to help problem solve any issues
that might arise.



Though our aim would be for attendance to be above 90% it is important to note that in 2018 we had 21 children, then in
2019 we had 12/13 children - therefore one child attendance/absence has a significant impact on % results. In term 2 and
3 our attendance was above state results.

Having a kindy Mobile has meant that there are rarely unexplained absences. We generally get a text on the day of the
absence.
Some of the strategies outlined in our attendance plan are:
- Providing parents with an extract from the DE attendance policy encouraging attendance and outlining the benefits.
- Making contact with parents when children have unexplained absence.
- Parents encouraged to text the kindy when their child is absent.

13

Our enrollments at the start of 2019 were 12 however changed to 13 from the end of term 3 with the enrolment of an
eligible 3 year old Child.

We work collaboratively with the local Library who forward a list of children born to the district (collected from their Born to
Read' program). We then seek any additional enrolments through the local Granite newsletter, Playgroup and Occasional
Care, this ensures our enrolment procedures are seamless and we are aware well in advance of the children who may be
attending in the future. We also then ensure Occasional Care flyers are sent directly to parents in the lead up to children
starting kindy if they are not enrolled already.
Though we are not in competition with other preschools in the area, We continue to promote our centre in the community.



All children from the 2019 cohort will attend Wudinna Area School.



We developed a Survey Monkey again this year to gauge parent perception. We had 10/12 parents complete the survey -
There was a high level of satisfaction indicated with each of the 10 questions receiving 100% agree.

We wanted to gauge the perceptions of the effectiveness of our teaching of literacy and numeracy through our
bookmaking and play-based learning approaches. We stated: "I can see growth in my child's literacy/numeracy through
their participation in kindy learning experiences such as bookmaking."

Parent comments which endorsed this satisfaction include:-

*M****'s writing and comprehension of letters has improved dramatically over her year at kindy. Writing her name & book
making have helped a lot

*Drawing has become more detailed and writing of letters and numbers has developed.

*Her vocabulary grew greatly. She love bookmaking and understands different parts of a story, start middle end. She got
very good at reading numbers wherever we see them.

*H**** increased in his confidence in so many areas, that this then opened up so much room for him to learn and grow on
so many levels! We are so lucky that he was given an environment with wonder staff who gave him time and and their
patience to grow! He loved all of his teachers and this showed in his development from start to finish!

*Through their folder that the teachers put together. It’s great to see their development

We also wanted specific feedback about our responsiveness to children's individual needs. We stated: "The educators
built a relationship with my child and were aware of their learning needs". Respondents 100% agreed.
Comments included:
*It is clear that all the educators are aware of the needs of individual students. I feel lucky that all my children have had a
similar experience.
*Each of the teachers spent time with my child and got to know her and what she liked.

Rebecca Sampson, Teacher, Registration January 2021
Sarah Williams, Teacher Registration, January 2023
Wendy Simpson ECW2 Criminal History Screening 23 January 2021
Nicole Payne ECW1 Criminal History Screening 23 Feb 2021
Alanna Barns ECW2 - finance Child related employment 6 July 2020
Lucy Schultz TRT Registration, Jan 2022

$2330 (donations)
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